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Topic Show Date Duration Synopsis

CONSUMER 
REPORTS

Pizza Ovens
KY3 News at 

6pm & 9pm on 
CW

9/17/2021 3:10

Can you get that great wood fired pizza taste at home 
without spending thousands on a high end oven? 
With so many new portable tabletop pizza ovens on the 
market, experts at Consumer Reports were determined to 
find the best.  It's a tough job ... but someone has to do it.

100 Days till 
Christmas

KY3 news at 
5pm, 6pm & 
9pm on CW

9/16/2021 3:01

If there's something you really want, do not wait for a 
discount.
I'm talking about toys here.
Supply chain issues and massive demand means your 
"it" item might not arrive on time.
Same goes for popular electronics ... especially game 
consoles.
Remember, those sold out fast pre-pandemic.

Chicken Bacteria KY3 News at 
6pm 9/14/2021 2:58

You might be surprised to learn it's legal for poultry 
processors to knowingly sell contaminated chicken.  
A new Consumer Reports investigation reveals how 
lethal... *but legal germs can end up in our food 
supply.  

Buying a used car
KY3 News at 
5pm, 6pm & 
9pm on CW

9/7/2021 2:28

The shortage of new cars available for sale right now 
has actually made demand for used cars jump to the 
average price of a used car has jumped 12.5% over 
the past year,
do your research on current pricing and deals on 
several models to increase your chance of finding 
what you want.

Falling Furniture KSPR News at 
4pm 9/6/2021 3:05

Two-thirds of americans don't anchor their furniture 
to prevent it from tipping over -- that's according to a 
recent consumer reports survey.  And this study 
shows falling furniture poses a dangerous risk to 
children --  especially those two years old an

Clean Clutter KY3 News at 
6pm 9/3/2021 3:29

Three questions can help you get a jumpstart on letting go. --
Do I really need it?
Can I easily replace it?



And, if I'm not using it now, will I want it in five or ten years?
If you haven't used it, get rid of it. If you can replace it in under 
20 minutes for
under 20 dollars, there probably won't be much regret if you 
toss it.

Hot Car Detector KSPR News at 
4pm 8/31/2021 5:45

THE POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS COMBINATION LEADING 
TO FRIGHTENING RESCUES LIKE THIS ONE  -- ATLANTA 
OFFICERS SMASHING A WINDOW TO SAVE AN INFANT IN 
2019 AND ANOTHER JUST LAST MONTH IN LAS VEGAS AS 
OFFICERS SAVE A BABY FROM A SWELTERING CAR.

Laundry Tips KY3 News at 
6pm 8/27/2021 3:08

Gabriella's head start will pay off says Consumer 
Reports Keith Flamer. He's
found there's always a laundry lesson to learn 
whether you're a novice or you've
been laundering as long as Gabriella.
Lesson one, keep it cool - for the most part.

Eye Strain KY3 News at 
6pm & 5pm 8/26/2021 3:26

Since the start of the pandemic, adults have spent, 
on average, more than 13 hours
a day looking at some type of technology screen and 
not surprisingly this could be
affecting our eyes…

College Money 
Advice

KY3 News at 
5pm & 9pm on 

CW
8/24/2021 3:22

Congress gave colleges a 36-billion dollar pot of 
money to distribute in emergency financial grants -- 
money you don't have to pay back -- to students hurt 
by the pandemic.

Tech Shopping & 
chip shortage

KY3 News at 
6pm & 5pm 8/23/2021 3:02

As we settle into another school year -- and perhaps 
more time working from home -- if your technology 
needs an upgrade the experts at Consumer Reports 
can help.
Ashley Reynolds has their top picks.

Bike helmets KY3 News at 
6pm & 5pm 8/20/2021 1:13

You need to replace it since the protective foam and 
plastic materials can break down over time.
Another way to tell if it's time to replace: Give the 
helmet a good, thorough examination inside and out.

Tech tips to sleep KY3 News at 
6pm 8/17/2021 2:33

Like many moms, it takes some time for Erin Ferguson to wind 
down after a long
day of work and taking care of her two kids.

Advance Paycheck KY3 news at 
6pm 8/16/2021 3:31

Terry Patterson needed to make a last second trip to see his 
dad last summer. Only
problem... he didn't have enough money. So Terry downloaded 
a paycheck
advance app on his phone and took a 50-dollar cash advance 
from his upcoming



paycheck.

Salad Dressing KY3 news at 
5pm & 6pm 8/13/2021 3:08 We're talking about being a taste tester.  Consumer Reports 

just released its top picks for salad dressings.

Is Your Deck Safe? KY3 news at 
5pm & 6pm 8/12/2021 3:30

Watch for wobbling! Deck and stair railings that aren't secure 
could mean trouble. 
You can fix that by tightening screws, nails and replacing rusty 
ones.
Hammer down any screws or nails that are popping up, too.

Back to school info KY3 News at 
6pm & 5pm 8/5/2021 2:17

< You'll save the most if you buy supplies in bulk.
Experts at Consumer Reports say you do not have 
to buy everything this weekend.

Building Credit
KY3 News at 
Noon, Ozarks 

Today
8/2/2021 3:49 WHEN IT COMES TO CREDIT SCORES, WE OFTEN HAVE 

MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS.

Payday Loans KY3 News at 
6pm & 5pm 7/27/2021 3:21

Missy Juliette was having trouble paying her rent, and overdue 
utility bills. As a
last resort she turned to payday lenders.

New FCC 
Robocalls

KY3 news at 
6pm & 5pm 7/23/2021 2:07

On Your Side has reported these phone scams for 
years.
Crooks use what's called Caller ID spoofing ... they 
make your caller ID display a familiar number ... like 
a 417 area code, your power company or even your 
own number.
Scammers want you to think it's a legit call.
Now -- this is an old trick.

Pay Less for 
Internet

KY3 news at 
6pm & 5pm, 
9pm on CW

7/21/2021 3:21

It's called the new Emergency Broadband Benefit 
Program.
It's an internet discount of up to 50-dollars a month.
If you've lost your job or furloughed ... 
If you're on Medicaid or a pell grant recipient ... you 
might qualify.

Protect Safety 
Warning

KY3 news at 
6pm 7/12/2021 3:24

A malfunctioning fire extinguisher -- A lawn mower 
with a potential hazard -- A
nail gun defect that shoots nails sideways. All of 
these issues allegedly resulted in
horrific injuries yet you've probably never heard of 
any of these problems. How is
that possible?



Kitchen Knives KY3 News at 
6pm 7/9/2021 3:20

Harper Keehn owns a mobile knife sharpening 
business and says if you want your
knives to last for years, sharpen them regularly. At 
least every 6 months.

Best Stick Vacs
KY3 News at 
6pm, 9pm on 

CW
7/8/2021 3:40

Cleaning -- is time-consuming. BUT..  one easy way 
to stay on top of debris -- is with a small vacuum. 
Consumer Reports -- ran those little helpers through 
a battery of testing. On Your Side reporter Ashley 
Reynolds -- checks out which ones -- leave the 
others -- in the dust.

Headphones KY3 news at 
6pm 7/7/2021 3:21

f you're searching for peace and quiet ...you might 
want to give noise-canceling headphones a try.
Consumer Reports recommends a few.
Here's Ashley Reynolds.

Cel Phone Bill
KY3 news att 

6pm 76/2021 3:23

Maybe you've seen ads for cell phone service from 
companies you don't normally think of when it comes 
to mobile phones. 
More and more cable and broadband companies are 
offering cell phone plans.
As Consumer Reports reveals-- those plans can 
often save you money.

Take Better Photos KY3 News at 
6pm 7/5/2021 3:09

If you've ever taken a bad photo with your 
smartphone, you're not alone.
And while today's smartphones have many 
advanced features previously seen on
higher end cameras used by professional 
photographers, you may not know much
about them or know how to use them.
Take portrait mode, a popular feature offered on 
many phones. What does it really
do?

Best Burgers KY3 News at 
6pm 7/2/2021 3:23

It's a common argument at barbecues... how best to cook a 
burger.
Consumer Reports is good at settling disputes.
Testers cooked lots of burgers... three different ways.... and...
Ashley Reynolds has the results.

Best Antivirus 
Software

KY3 News at 
5pm, 6pm 9/21/2021 2:44

You don't want to give cyber criminals a chance.
BUT.., with so many antivirus software programs on the market 
... which one's best for your computer?
Ashley Reynolds can answer that.



New Mattress 
Recommendation

KY3 News at 
5pm, 6pm 9/22/2021 3:45

No need to wait until Presidents' Day -- to find a good deal on a 
mattress.
On Your Side can help you get the lowest price. Ashley 
Reynolds  reports on the top picks.

Recalls KY3 News at 
5pm, 6pm 9/27/2021 3:28

The Consumer Product Safety Commission is urging parents to 
immediately stop
using three loungers made by Boppy: the Boppy Original 
Newborn Lounger, the
Boppy Preferred Newborn Lounger, and the Pottery Barn Kids 
Newborn Boppy
Lounger. They're being recalled almost a year after the CPSC 
issued a warning to
not let infants sleep on products like these.

Homeowners 
Insurance

Ozarks Today, 
KSPR News at 

4pm
9/30/2021 3:58

FLOODS..FIRES..HURRICANES..TORNADOES.
 
THESE EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS CAN BE 
DEVASTATING FOR HOMEOWNERS.  ONCE THE STORM 
HAS PASSED, IT?S TIME TO START THE REBUILDING 
PROCESS.  AND THAT MEANS DEALING WITH YOUR 
HOMEOWNER?S INSURANCE

CULTURAL

MO Students 
Petition to Bring 

Back Slavery
Ozarks Today 9/23/2021 2:13

SWIFT CONDEMNATION -- THAT'S THE REACTION FROM 
DISTRICT LEADERS AFTER A GROUP OF PARK HILL 
SOUTH STUDENTS 
 POST UNACCEPTABLE. . RACISTS COMMENTS ONLINE.

Flower Festival Ozarks Today 8/23/2021 2:15 THE HUMBLE PARADE HAS SINCE EVOLVED INTO A 
PRIZED EVENT ON COLOMBIA'S CULTURAL CALENDAR.

White Pride Sign KSPR News at 
4pm 8/18/2021 3:39

"I mean, I think it needs to be taken down."
 Many people have seen it on social media, and its 
one of the first things you see as you enter Harrison 
on North bound 65.
 "It doesn't reflect our community, we don't like it, we 
don't want it here." 
 "I don't like it, it doesn't mean I have to love it. But 
there's things in this world, that happen, that we 
don't like anyway."

DHS Migrants 
Program

KSPR News at 
4pm 8/17/2021 1:26 The department of Homeland Security has a new 

program for migrants released into the U-S.



Vax Numbers 
Ticking up

KY3 News at 
10pmm 9pm on 

CW
8/6/2021 3:13

Vaccination events were held tonight with the Springfield 
Greene County Health Department, but with one being a 
cultural center, with the goal to reach as many community 
members as possible.

Sister City 
Celebrations

Ozarks Today 
Weekend 

Edition, 5pm
7/18/2021 :26

And happening in just a few hours, -- Springfield is 
celebrating 35 years of being a sister city to {EE-
SAY-SAH-KEY} Isesaki - Japan.
The virtual ceremony will have the mayors of both 
cities speaking on the relationship.
Since 19-86 both cities have held more than 100 
cultural exchanges.

CRIME

Newton Co 
homicide

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
9/27/2021 :20

A homicide -- in Newton County, Arkansas is under 
investigation.
The sheriff -- says his office got a call early this 
morning -- from the Compton area. When deputies 
got there -- they found a man dead inside the home. 
The victim -- identified as 71-year-old William Clark.

Edward Martinez KY3 News at 
9pm on CW 9/27/2021

We're learning new details-- in a Greene County-- 
child sex abuse case... spanning decades.
I'm Maria Neider.

Drury Armed 
robbery

KY3 News at 
5pm, 6pm 9/27/2021 2:44 Monday morning two men robbed a student at 

gunpoint on the campus of Drury University.

Douglas Co 911
KY3 News at 
10pm, 6pm, 
9pm on CW

9/25/2021
Douglas County Sheriff's office is adding new 911 technology 
and looks to have it ready by next month.
Liam Garrity spoke with the Sheriff's office on how this will 
make the county safer.

Dallas Co Saga KY3 News at 
6pm 9/24/2021 1:01

Good evening. Dallas County Deputies have left a suspected 
crime scene near Windyville for now... following a week-long 
search for evidence in the disappearance of Cassidy 
Rainwater.

Nevada Murder KY3 News at 
noon 9/24/2021 :15

In Nevada Missouri, murder charges in a fatal 
shooting on a parking lot. 
           Steven Vignolo is accused of killing Justin 
Goolsby on Wednesday night in his car. Vignolo is 
jailed without bond.



Opioid Overdose 
Numbers

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
9/23/2021 3:15

The Springfield community focus report for 20-21 -- 
is starting to be released.
One of the key topics in the report: the Opioid crisis -
- in our community. Shoshana Stahl -- joins us in the 
studio... to show us -- where emergency crews -- are 
seeing the most overdose calls.

Kidnapping Scam KY3 News at 
6pm 9/23/2021 4:02

Two moms in the Ozarks -- who don't  know each 
other -- got the most frightening call of their lives.  
The caller -- told them both -- their daughters had 
been kidnapped.  They could hear them crying on 
the phone for help.  Turns out --- this is one cruel 
scam.  Ashley Reynolds talked to the mothers -- 
AND -- has the details -- in case you get the call.

James Phelps 
Property

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
9/22/2021 4:35

Information about this case is trickling in.
We've been able to confirm that the F-B-I is assisting with this 
case and is still at the crime scene on Moon Valley Drive.

Police Chief 
Highlandville

KY3 News at 
9pm on CW 9/21/2021 Highlandville's own Police Chief-- is facing a felony charge.

Chief Jackie Weeks-- is accused of domestic assault.

Corn Maze Thefts
SPR News at 

4pm 9/21/2021 3:08
Crime -- is spoiling family fun - at the Exeter Corn Maze. A 
crook broke into several cars -- AND -- authorities think this 
man did it. Madison Horner talked to the Barry County Sheriff 
about the items stolen -- AND -- the ways to protect your stuff.

Baxter Co 
Contraband Ozarks Today 9/21/2021 :26

THREE PEOPLE ARE NOW FACING CHARGES FOR 
TRYING TO TAKE CONTRABAND INTO THE BAXTER 
COUNTY JAIL.

Gun Violence 
Numbers

Ozarks Today; 
KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW

9/21/2021; 
9/20/2021 2:24 20-21 IS ON TRACK TO BE THE DEADLIEST YEAR IN THE 

LAST TWO DECADES.

Dallas Co 
Kidnapping 

Charges

Ozarks Today; 
KY3 News at 
5pm, 10pm, 
9pm on CW

9/20/2021; 
9/19/2021 :36

A MAN IS NOW IN CUSTODY IN CONNECTION 
TO THE CASE OF A WOMAN, -- WHO'S BEEN 
MISSING FOR ALMOST TWO MONTHS.

El Dorado Springs 
Death

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 
CW, Ozarks 

Today

9/18/2021 :27
A well being check in El Dorado Springs Missouri - 
has turned into a death investigation.
Police were called to a home on the 200 block of 
West Hightower Friday.



Teacher Sentenced 
41 years

KSPR News at 
4pm, KY3 
News 5pm

9/17/2021 :21

A Springfield man who worked as a teacher in 
China-- will spend the next 41 years in federal 
prison.  48-year-old Curtis Baldwain pleaded guilty to 
sexual exploitation of a minor, and receiving and 
distributing child pornography.  Baldwin had 
attempted to blackmail a 12-year-old former student 
into sending him pornographic pictures..  

Marionville Death 
Investigation

KSPR News at 
4pm 9/15/2021 1:17

police have just found the person they believe killed 
a man last night in Marionville.
   This after a day long search for Jamie Lee 
Godfrey.
   Linda Simmons has details from the scene of the 
crime.

Hawthorne Park 
Shots Fired

KY3 News at 
Noon, Ozarks 
Today, KSPR 
news at 11am

9/14/2021 1:30 A Springfield neighborhood on high alert after reports of gunfire 
over the weekend.

Webster County 
OIS

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
9/10/2021 3:14

New information tonight-- about a deadly officer-
involved shooting-- in Webster County.
Investigators have identified the suspect killed-- as 
*this man.
37-year-old David Ray Williams.

Chief Responds to 
Crime Numbers

Ozarks Today; 
KY3 News at 

10pm

9/9/2021; 
9/8/2021 1:21

SPRINGFIELD IS ON TRACK TO HIT A RECORD NUMBER 
OF HOMICIDES THIS YEAR. SO FAR -- THE POLICE 
DEPARTMENT IS REPORTING 17.

Violent Crimes 
Survey

KY3 News at 
10pm, 6pm, 

5pm
9/7/2021 1:11

Local leaders -- say a survey calling Springfield one 
of the top ten dangerous cities in the U-S -- is using 
the data incorrectly.

Mt. Vernon 
Overnight Standoff

KY3 News at 
5pm 9/6/2021

First on this Monday night - a dangerous standoff overnight -- 
ends with gunfire. 
Liam Garrity is live in Mount Vernon -- where police spent time 
-- trying to negotiate -- with a man who posed a danger to 
others.

Human Skeleton 
Remains Identified

KY3 News at 
5pm, 6pm

9/3/2021 :17
The Pulaski County Sheriff's Office -- has identified the human 
remains -- found along Highway 28 in Dixon.  Investigators -- 
discovered the remains of Shaun Etheridge on Tuesday.  
Etheridge -- had been reported missing-- back on June 20th.



Mnt. Home Arrest Ozarks Today 9/1/2021 :43 A MAN IN MOUNTAIN HOME IS FACING SEVERAL 
CHARGES IN CONNECTION TO A BURGLARY FROM JUNE.

Shots Fired 
Investigation

KY3 News at 
Noon, Ozarks 
Today, KSPR 
news at 11am

8/31/2021 :50

Back here in the Ozarks, The Springfield Police Department 
needs your help to solve two "shots fired" investigations.   
Police were called to Park Central Square just after 1 o-clock 
Sunday morning.  Witnesses reported someone inside an S-U-
V - firing shots from a handgun into the air.

Edward Martinez 
Molestation

KY3 news at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
8/30/2021 3:30 A Springfield man is behind bars tonight. He's accused -- of 

sexually abusing kids -- for years.

Covid & Crime KSPR News at 
4pm 8/30/2021 1:08

the covid pandemic has caused all kinds of issues.. but 
researchers say there is a silver lining.
   Crime has dropped in most large cities.

SGF Atlantic 
Assault

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
8/28/2021 1:02

Officers were called out here for a well being check.
They found a woman who had been assaulted.
She was taken to the hospital and is currently in critical 
condition.

Record 
Expungement

Ozarks Today; 
KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW

8/26/2021; 
8/25/2021 1:14

A new law that goes into effect on Saturday in Missouri will 
make it easier for some people-- to get their criminal records 
cleared.

Overnight Shooting 
on National

Ozarks Today, 
KSPR News at 

11am
8/19/2021 1:40

t's always surprising whenever somebody is a victim of a 
violent crime. Unfortunately, we can't dictate where violence is 
going to occur. So it's the best we can do is to provide 
exemplary police services to try to help avoid this through 
different methods

Garrett Eagle 
Charged

KY3 news at 
6pm

8/16/2021 1:42
First tonight... this man -- Garrett Eagle -- is charged with 
second-degree murder... for a shooting that happened Friday 
afternoon.

Kearney Shooting 
now homicide

Ozarks Today 
weekend 

edition; KY3 
News at 6pm

8/15/2021; 
8/14/2021 1:45 A shooting in Springfield has become a homicide investigation.

Police say it happened Friday afternoon - on West Kearney.

Crime in Ozark KY3 News at 
6pm 8/12/2021 1:19 An investigation is underway after human remains were found 

in Ozark

Branson Murder 
Charge

KY3 News at 
Noon 8/12/2021 :29

            A murder charge has been filed in the death of a 
Branson man whose body was found in a burned out car last 
month.



Arkansas Man Kills 
Mom

KSPR News at 
11am, Ozarks 

Today
8/9/2021 1:58 A 24-year-old man is facing charges for killing his mom and 

wounding his father during  a stabbing in Bald Knob.

Republic Crime
KY3 News at 
10pm, 6pm, 
9pm on CW

8/7/2021 3:14
recently evergreen cemetery in republic was 
targeted by vandals.
lauren schwentker spoke with one woman who 
shared the cemetery is no stranger to crime

2 Shot, Crash Ozarks Today 8/6/2021 1:20

POLICE ARE TRYING TO TIE 2 CRIME SCENES 
TOGETHER AS THEY SEARCH FOR A SHOOTER.  
THE INCIDENT CAUSED SEVERAL WRECKS 
BRINGING TRAFFIC TO A STANDSTILL AT 
CAMPBELL AND SUNSHINE THURSDAY.

Maries Co Death 
Investigation

KY3 News at 
6pm, 10pm 8/4/2021 :19

The Maries County Sheriff's Office says it's 
investigating the death of a 31-year-old man.
In a post on Facebook... the sheriff's office says the 
man's body was found today in his truck.

Catalytic Converter 
Theft

KSPR News at 
11am

8/3/2021 Springfield police have made two arrests in connection to a 
catalytic converter theft....as that crime trend continues around 
the ozarks

Cab Driver 
Attempted Robbery Ozarks Today 8/3/2021 :25

AND SPRINGFIELD POLICE ARE LOOKING FOR A MAN 
WHO TRIED TO ROB A YELLOW CAB DRIVER LAST 
WEDNESDAY.  THE DRIVER PICKED UP THE SUSPECT AT 
THE KUM N GO AT FORT AND SUNSHINE.  THE SUSPECT 
SHOWED A HANDGUN AND DEMANDED THE DRIVER'S 
WALLET WHEN THEY ARRIVED AT SHERWOOD VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS ON SOUTH KANSAS.

North Springfield 
Crime Spree

Ozarks Today 
Weekend 
Edition

7/31/2021 :55
A woman is now in custody - for a series of break-ins in 
Northwest Springfield.
The break-ins happened early Wednesday morning - at 
Windsor Park.

Stockton Lake 
Investigation

KSPR News at 
11am, KY3 

news at Noon
7/29/2021 :25 The Missouri Highway Patrol is investigating a death 

at Stockton Lake over the weekend.

Beating Concerns 
Downtown

KY3 News at 
9pm on CW 7/28/2021 5:22

Safety concerns tonight -- after a string of violent 
assaults in downtown Springfield -- by large groups 
of people.

Mountain View 
Fatal

KY3 News at 
Noon 7/22/2021 :13

A Mountain View Arkansas woman was hit by a car 
and killed trying to remove a turtle crossing the 
highway. The State Police have identified the her as 
65-year-old Yvonne Marie Duncan.



Money to fight 
child crime

Ozarks Today; 
KY3 news at 

10pm

7/22/2021; 
7/21/2021 1:36

THE VICTIMS CENTER IN SPRINGFIELD WILL 
RECEIVE A SHARE OF FOUR MILLION DOLLARS 
IN GRANT MONEY TO HELP COMBAT CRIMES 
AGAINST CHILDREN

Converter Law KSPR News at 
4pm 7/20/2021 3:14

a move to try to stop the skyrocketing number of  
Catalytic Converter thefts. the crime will now be 
treated as a felony in Missouri after Governor Parson 
signed a bill that will go into effect in august.

Neighborhood 
Crime Increase

KY3 News at 
10pm, 6pm, 
9pm on CW

7/17/2021 3:00
Recently in Springfield there has been a rise in Auto 
thefts, including their parts.
Liam Garrity gives us more on the situation.

Rolla Deadly 
Shooting

KY3 News at 
Noon, Ozarks 

Today
7/16/2021 :27

A man is behind bars after a deadly shooting in Rolla 
last night.
Deputies were called out to the Stately Mansions 
Mobile Home park just before midnight -- after 
reports of shots fired.

Vernon County 
Shooting

KY3 News at 
noon 7/12/2021 :18 A man from Eldorado Springs is accused of shooting 

at a house several times near Dederick.

Domestic Violence 
Protection

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
7/5/2021

Soon..., domestic abuse survivors in Missouri -- will have more 
protection.
Governor Mike Parson signed Senate Bill-71 last week. It 
modifies laws -- in civil cases

Attempted parental 
kidnaping

KSPR News at 
11am, 4pm, 
KY3 news at 

Noon

7/2/2021 :19

A father is accused of trying to kidnap his newborn baby from 
the nursery at Cox Medical Center in Branson.  Police say the 
infant is a ward of the state.  The dad tried to leave with the 
baby in a duffel bag.  A nurse confronted him before a security 
officer arrived.  He is charged with endangering the welfare of a 
child.

LAW 
ENFORCEMENT

SPD Crime 
Numbers

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
9/30/2021 3:50

Among the wide range of crimes outlined in the report -- the 
number of thefts from cars, *car parts and even cars 
themselves have shot up a bit.
This year there have been 291 more cases of stolen parts - 
than last year.
139 more cases of stolen vehicles and 186 more thefts from 
cars than last year.



Stone County Drug 
Bust

KY3 News at 
5pm, KSPR 
News at 4pm

9/30/2021 2:41
Stone County Sheriff Doug Rader says James Kertz was 
selling new catalytic converters on Facebook Marketplace, but 
what Kertz didn't realize was that his drugs were also in the 
back of the photo.

Chandler Sweaney 
Murder

KSPR News at 
4pm 9/27/2021 2:29

The three suspects are all charged with second-degree murder 
in Chandler Sweaney's death. 
As the suspects walked into the courtroom, nearly 20 of 
Chandler's family members and friends each held up his 
picture. Many were wearing Do Better Be Better t-shirts, a 
slogan his family has used in his memory.

Blaize Evans 
Funeral

Ozarks Today, 
KY3 News at 
Noon, KSPR 
News at 11am

9/24/2021 :49

A tragedy happened up here in Kansas City in Independence, 
and here's a chance for one hero to help another hero live, and 
that's what we like," Ringgold said. "And that's the brotherhood 
and the sisterhood that we have at the law enforcement. It 
doesn't matter if we're in the same city, same county or same 
state.

Highlandville Chief 
Charged Ozarks Today 9/22/2021 1:44 The police chief of Highlandville is now is now facing a felony 

third-degree domestic assault charge.

Impact of Mo’s 
Open Container 

Law

KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 
CW; Ozarks 

Today, 
weekend 
edition

9/18/2021; 
9/19/2021 :35

In another report, -- the Associated Press says Missouri's 
decision to allow open containers of alcohol in vehicles has 
diverted millions from road construction -- to safety programs.

Officer Assault 
Suspect Caught Ozarks Today 9/17/2021 :26

A MAN WANTED FOR ASSAULTING AN OFFICER -- IS IN 
CUSTODY -- AFTER A CHASE IN VERNON COUNTY. 
DEPUTIES -- PULLED OVER 33-YEAR-OLD WILLIAM NOEL.

AR Police 
Upgrades

KSPR News at 
4pm, KY3 

news at 5pm
9/15/2021 2:29

The Boone County Sheriff's Office -- has upgraded its patrol 
fleet -- with personal computers.  That equipment --will soon be 
able to relay information from the vehicles -- directly back to the 
station.  As Noah Tucker reports -- it's not the only law 
enforcement agency in Arkansas -- with new upgrades.

Sigman Trial 
Continues

Ozarks Today, 
KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW

9/15/2021; 
9/16/2021 4:05

A witness, whose identity has been consealed at the request of 
the court...testifies about the night former Texas County Chief 
Deputy Jennifer Tomaszweski held her family,
including her infant grandson,
at gun point during the execution of a warrant.

Sigman Trial Day 3
KY3 News at 
10pm, 9pm on 

CW
9/16/2021 3:52

"James Sigman and Jennifer Tomaswzki were each facing 
multiple felony and misdemeanor charges ranging from 
endangering the welfare of a child, to fraud, to unlawful use of a 
weapon. Wednesday the judge making a decision to acquit 
them of most of the charges indicating that the state failed to 
make their case."



AR Manhunt 
Investigation

Ozarks Today; 
KY3 News at 
10pm, 5pm, 
9pm on CW

9/13/2021; 
9/12/2021 3:24

DAVID DUNN WAS SHOT AND KILLED WEDNESDAY NIGHT
AFTER LAW ENFORCEMENT SAYS HE STOPPED TO TALK 
TO SOMEONE SUSPICIOUS ON IVY CHAPEL ROAD

Webster Co Office 
involved shooting

Ozarks Today 
Weekend 

Edition; KY3 
News at 5pm, 
6pm, 10pm, 
9pm on CW, 

KSPR News at 
4pm

9/11/2021; 
9/10/2021 1:30

We are learning more details into the investigation of an officer-
involved shooting in Webster County.
We now know the man is dead after being shot by an officer.
His name is David Ray Williams.

Homeless, 
Panhandling 

Concerns

KSPR News at 
4pm, KY3 

News at 6pm 
9/8/2021 5:05

But it is certainly evident in Springfield....And because of recent 
concerns about homeless problems locally, police have 
announced that they are going to start cracking down on repeat 
offenders in these categories starting next week. Quick to point 
out that this is not just aimed at homeless people.

Heroic Action 
Award

KSPR News at 
4pm, KY3 

News at 5pm, 
9pm on CW

9/1/2021 5:19

Several law enforcement officers and civilians -- received 
awards for their heroic actions -- In Jefferson City today. A 
Springfield sergeant -- got the medal of valor -- for her life 
saving actions. She helped Officer Mark Priebe.  Marina Silva 
talked to Sgt. Heather Anderson -- in her first public interview 
since that day.

New Mo Laws

KY3 News at 
10pm, 6pm, 
9pm on CW, 
Ozarks Today 

Weekend 
Edition

8/28/2021 :31

You can find more details on those other laws going into effect 
today, -- in this story on our website.
They include new restrictions and databases for law 
enforcement.
Such as restricting the use of respiratory choke holds, -- unless 
used in defense of the officer or another person.

Ozark Possible 
Shooting Ozarks Today 8/25/2021 1:40 A MAN IS IN CUSTODY AFTER STEALING A CAR -- AND 

SHOOTING A DEPUTY.

Benton Co Deputy 
Saved by watch

KY3 News at 
6pm, KSPR 
News at 4pm

8/20/2021 2:53
Technology is always changing, I spoke with a benton county 
deputy who was recently in a car accident, what saved her? 
Her apple watch.

Courage 2 Report KY3 News at 
5pm, 9pm on 8/19/2021 3:56

In a day and age where school safety is an ever-increasing 
concern, the Courage2Report program allows anyone to either 
call, go online, or use their mobile app to report any safety 
concerns which can be anything from assault, bullying, 



CW, KSPR 
News at 4pm

weapons at the school, planned attacks, or sexual offenses and 
human trafficking.

MO and Federal 
Laws

KSPR news at 
11am, KY3 

News at Noon
8/19/2021 1:25 At least 12 Missouri law enforcement officers have pulled out of 

federal task forces because of the state's new gun law.

Fort Leonard wood 
Missing Soldier

KSPR News at 
11am, 4pm, 

KY3 News at 
Noon, Ozarks 

Today

8/17/2021 1:55
Leah soldiers and law enforcement have been out here all day 
looking for missing soldier specialist  Joshua Morrison. He was 
last seen here at Ruby's landing after kayaking on the 
gasoncade river.

MDC Catalytic 
Converter Ozarks Today 8/16/2021 :19

The Department of Conservation says thieves stole catalytic 
converters from some of it's sites in Pulaski and Laclede 
Counties.
  This summer, law enforcement has followed up on 11 reports 
of thefts happening at M-D-C river access points.

Greene Co Sheriff’s 
Scam Ozarks Today 8/13/2021 :19

NOW FOR AN ON YOUR SIDE SCAM ALERT.
DEPUTIES WITH THE GREENE COUNTY SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE SAY SOMEONE IS CALLING ---POSING AS A 
DEPUTY-- SAYING THERE IS A WARRANT FOR YOUR 
ARREST.

Camden Co Sales 
Tax

KSPR News at 
4pm, Ozarks 

Today
8/4/2021 :09

A quarter-cent tax increase for law enforcement also PASSED 
in Camden County.
That money will go to hiring more deputies -- and increasing 
their salaries.

Camden Co Law 
Enforcement vote

KY3 News at 
6pm 7/26/2021 2:32

We are about a week away from a special election.
Camden County is looking to add a sales tax... with the money 
going toward law enforcement.

Ozark Police Spoof 
calls

Ozarks Today, 
KSPR News at 

11am
7/20/2021 1:22

Now to an on your side alert...
The ozark police department says people are getting  phone 
calls from scammers telling them they're with the ozark p-d.. 
The victims were told they had active warrants for their arrest 
and the caller requested money, verification of residence, and 
two forms of identification.

El Dorado Springs 
Plane Crash

KSPR News at 
11am, Ozarks 

Today
7/16/2021 :51 Now an update on  a plane crash that killed a couple from el 

dorado springs.

Lake of the ozarks 
shooting Ozarks Today 7/16/2021 1:24

At least one person has died and several others are hurt in a 
shooting Thursday evening at the Bagnell Dam Strip in Lake 
Ozark.



Osborn Trial
Ozarks Today; 
KY3 News at 
10pm, 6pm

7/13/2021; 
7/12/2021 1:21 IT'S DAY TWO FOR THE TRIAL FOR A MAN ACCUSED OF 

KILLING HIS PREGNANT GIRLFRIEND.

AR Officer Apple 
Memorial

KY3 News at 
10pm, 6pm 7/3/2021 1:14

Police Officers -- and community members -- came together 
this weekend to honor the life of a fallen Pea Ridge, Arkansas 
police officer, -- Kevin Apple.

Douglas County 
Drug Arrests

KY3 News at 
6pm, 9pm on 

CW
7/3/2021 :36

Thomas Sprague, -- Brianna Villa, -- Amanda Johnson, -- and 
Nathan Kidd were taken into custody Friday morning.
A task force of law enforcement agencies from both Douglas 
and Ozark counties responded after months of collecting 
evidence.
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